This Telepermit is issued to DSC Security Products Ltd, subject to the conditions of Specification PTC 100 and any further conditions stated in letter CPAS 211/94/127-43 dated 20th September 1994.

It is mandatory that a Telepermit label be affixed to every product connected to the Telecom network.

Display of such a label is evidence of a Telepermit grant.

The overall size and shape may be chosen by the Telepermit Holder to suit the nature of the product concerned, but the overall proportions of the standard label and the information content are not to be varied from that specified by Telecom, as above.

Example:

For a 20 mm X 30 mm label
Body Text: 5 point Helvetica
PTC No.: 9 point Helvetica
"TELEPERMIT": 9 point Helvetica Narrow Italic
The Tick Symbol: Equivalent to 40 point Helvetica

Colour:
Tick and Word "TELEPERMIT": Telecom Green (Pantone PMS 375)
Other Text and Box: Either Pantone PMS 375 or Black
Background: Either White or Silver